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The Golden Rule 
If the rules text of a card contradicts the text of this rulebook, the rules on the card take 
precedence (with a few exceptions, as listed in the rules) 

Playing Area 
Play areas: 

1. Keep: This is your draw deck. You draw cards from here. 
2. The Field: When you play a card, it enters the field. 
3. Funeral Pyre: When a card is discarded from play, it goes here. 
4. Hand: Cards drawn from your deck are here. 

Uniqueness 
Cards with a solid dot before their name are unique. When an unique card enters play while 
there is another unique card in play, it enters play with a imposter token on it. Cards with 
imposter tokens are considered imposters and may not use any unique reactions or actions. 
Several cards care if you have imposters or not. 

 

Wheeling and Dealing 

Need more trade, coins or power? Trade for them, beg for them or make promises.  Need 
someone toleave you alone? Pay them off. It’s all part of the game... 
just remember, words and promises are not binding. Just because a player has made an 
action doesn’t mean it has to occur. You are free to wheel-and-deal to get them to change 
their decision. Negotiations, however, must begin immediately after the action is declared. 
 
However, the following rules apply to deals: 
- Communication is in public. 
- Only trade, coins, and power may be traded. 
 
- As an optional rule, if all players agree before the game begins, cards on the field may be 
traded during the reinforcement phase of a player's turn. 
 

Wounding and Healing 
A wounded character is rotated 90 degrees sideways. When healing a character, rotated that 
character to normal. 
If a card instructs you to exert a character, that character takes an uncancelable wound. 
If a wounded character is wounded, that character is killed instead. 
 

                                
 
          Normal      Wounded 
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The Cards 

There are four card types in Kingdom at War ocg. 
 
 

 
Character cards 
Character cards represent the leaders, lords and 
soldiers under your command. Character cards 
are the only cards that can represent you in a 
battle. Once played, characters remain on the 
field until banished or killed by game or card 
effects 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Possession cards 
Possession cards represent weapons, tomes, and other 
items characters can use. When played, a possession card 
is attached to a character card unless specified otherwise. 
Possession cards stay in play until banished or the 
character it’s attached to is killed or banished. 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
Event cards 
Event cards represent advanced tactics or special 
things you use outside or during battle. A event card is 
normally played from a player’s hand, its text effects 
are resolved, and then it is placed in its owner’s Exile. 
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Scheme cards 
Scheme cards represent your plots and secret 
agendas. When a scheme card is played, it is 
put onto the field normally, but unactivated. A 
scheme card must be activated by an ability 
before it’s effects can be used.  
 
 

 
Card Anatomy Key 
 

 
 
 

 

Game Setup 
Each player that wants to play must have a 40-card deck of cards. Place your deck in front of 
you turned 90 degrees and shuffle it. This is your keep. Then decide randomly who goes 
first. After a first player is chosen, each player draws seven cards. Then, each player has the 
option to call mulligan once, shuffle his orher hand back into his or her deck and drawing 
seven new cards. 
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Turn Sequence 

 
Phase 1: Supremacy Phase 
During the supremacy phase, the active player checks if he or she has one of the following 
supremacy's. For each supremacy you have, you may draw a card. 

 
Military Supremacy: You have the highest total of strength on characters you command. 
Power Supremacy: You have the highest amount of power in your power pool. 
Economic Supremacy: You have the most coins. 

 
Phase 2: Battle Phase 
In this phase, the active player may choose to innate a battle.  
 
Battle. 
If the active player chooses to innate a battle, he or she chooses an opposing player to 
attack.  
‘Attacker’ refers to the attacking player. 
‘Defender’ refers to the attacked player. 
 
If a battle is innated, follow the following steps: 
 
1. Create Battlefield 
A battlefield is created when the battle is fought. The battlefield is a temporary zone and will 
disappear when the battle ends. 
 
2. Play tactics 
Both the attacker and defender put a card from their hands onto the battlefield face down. 
This is the tactic card. If a player has no cards in his or her hand, that player may put the top 
card of his or her keep face down on the battlefield instead. 
 
3. Attacker forms battle lines 
The attacker chooses characters he or she commands to form a front line and a second line. 
Exert all characters that go in the second line. 
 
4. Defender forms battle lines 
The defender chooses characters he or she commands to form a front line and a second 
line. Exert all characters that go in the second line. 
 
4b. Fast characters form battle lines. 
If the attacker or defender commands any character that isn’t on the battlefield with the 
keyword ‘fast’ he or she may assign that character to the front or second line. Exert that 
character if it is assigned to the second line.  
 
5. Change Tactics 
Both players may now exchange their tactic with a card in their hands. Players with no cards 
in the hand may not change tactics. You may change your tactic only once. 
 
6. Spend Morale 
Both players may spend any amount of morale. Each point of morale spend increases the 
player’s total strength by 1 during the ‘resolve battle’ step. 
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7. Resolve Tactic 
Both players reveal their tactic. If a player reveals a ‘rally’ tactic, that player resolves that 
tactic’s effect. If a player’s tactic is defeated, put that tactic into it’s owner’s exile pile. 
Defeated tactics don’t count their strength during the battle’s resolution. 
 
8. Resolve Battle 
Both players compare their total strength. A player’s total strength is equal to the total 
strength of characters in his or her second line plus his or her tactic’s strength. The player 
with the highest total strength wins the battle. 
 
The defeated player inflicts wounds to characters in his or her battle lines equal to the victor’s 
force. A player’s force is equal to force on characters plus the number of characters in the 
front line. 
 
If the attacker won the battle, he or she inflicts 1 damage to the defender’s keep. 
 
If the defender won the battle, he or she gains 1 morale. 

 
Phase 3: Supply Phase 
In this phase,  the active player heals all his or her wounded characters, then, the active 
player gains 3 trade, then he or she gains 1 trade for each coin token and each coin on cards 
he or she commands. 
Then, the active player reveals all face down cards attached to characters and/or schemes 
he or she commands. Each of these characters and/or schemes claims power equal to the 
power rating of the card attached to it. A character or scheme can’t claim more power than it 
has influence. Put all cards revealed this way into their owner’s hands. Then, you may move 
any number of power on cards you command to your power pool. Then, banish all your 
schemes in motion. 
 
Phase 4: Reinforcement Phase 
IN this phase, the active player may take actions.  
 
1. Draw a card 
The active player may spend 1 trade to draw a card. 
 
2. Buy a coin 
The active player may spend 2 trade to buy a coin. Coins increase your trade by 1 during the 
rest phase. 

 
3. Play a card 
The active player plays a character, scheme, or attachment card from his or her hand. To 
play a card, that player spends trade equal to the played card’s cost. 
 
4. Create an intrigue 
To create an intrigue, choose a character you command that doesn’t have a face down card 
attached to it and attach a card from your hand to it or attach the top card of your keep face 
down to it. 

 
5. Innate a challenge 
To challenge, choose a character you don’t command with a face down card attached to it. 
When challenged, choose characters and/or schemes in motion you command. The 
commander of the challenged character may choose characters and/or schemes in motion 
he or she commands to defend against the challenge. The player with the highest total of 
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influence among his or her unwounded characters wins the challenge. Then, exert all 
characters that participated in the challenge. 
 
If the attacker wins the challenge, he or she attaches the face down card to a character that 
participated in the challenge. 
 
You can’t choose schemes that aren’t in motion to participate in challenges or create 
intrigues. 

 
Phase 5: End Phase 
In the end phase, all effects that last until the end of turn end. No player can take actions 
during the end phase. When the end phase is over, the player left to you starts his turn as 
the active player. 
 
Actions 
At any time during a turn, players may use abilities on cards or play event cards from his or 
her hand. You may take actions even if you aren’t the active player. 
 

Victory 
If any player has completed any victory condition, that player automatically wins the game.  
Win Conditions: 
1. You are the only player left.  
2. You collected five power for each player that started the game. 
3. A card stated that you win the game. 
 
When you reach one of the following conditions, you are eliminated from the game. 
1. You capital has taken a total of 5 damage and is burning. 
2. Your capital has run out of cards. 

 

Keywords 
Deathbound (When this card would be put into exile from anywhere, put it into it’s owner’s 
funeral pyre instead.) 
1.00: Any card with deadbound will end up in the funeral pyre, even if it isn’t a character. 
1.01: A card with deadbound will never be in your exile. 
 
Fast (Fast characters are assigned to a line after other characters.) 
2.00: During a battle, after both players have assigned characters to a line, players have the 
option to take a form fast battle lines phase. 
2.01: During a form fast battle lines phase, players may assing fast characters to either the 
front or second line. The attacker forms a fast line first, followed by the defender. 
2.02: Characters with fast moved to the second line must be exerted. 
2.03: You can't move exerted fast characters to the second line, as you can't exert exerted 
characters. 
2.04: Characters with fast may be moved to a line during the normal form battle lines phase. 
 
Restricted (A card can bear only one restricted possession at any time.) 
3.00: If a possession has the restricted keyword, it can only be attached to a character that 
doesn’t bear a restricted possession.  
3.01: If a character bears a restricted possession, it can’t bear other restricted possessions. 
3.02: If a character bears two restricted possessions at any time, banish one of these 
possessions.  
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Renown (When this character survives a battle, it claims 1 power.) 
4.00: Power is claimed in the power token. 
4.01: To claim power, the character must participate in battle and has not be killed in the 
battle. 
4.02: Power can be claimed even though the battle is lost. 
 
Tactic (Activate when revealed as your tactic) 
5.00: A tactic ability only activates when it is revealed as your tactic. 
5.01: Tactic abilities are added to the chain (See "The Chain" for rules on the chain) 
5.02: Tactic abilities only fire once. 
 
Toughness (Cancel the first wound inflicted to this character each turn.) 
6.00: The first wound inflicted to a character with toughness is cancelled. 
6.01: You can’t cancel wounds trough exerting. 
6.02: If a character has multiple instances of toughness, each instance cancels one wound. 
I.E. A character with two instances of toughness will cancel the first two wounds dealt to it. 

Glossary of Terms 
Ability 

Abilities are text on cards. There are three types of abilities: Static abilities, activated 

abilities, and triggered abilities. Static abilities are active at all times and have no text 

before them. Activated abilities have a bold ability name before them and requires the 

user to pay a cost in order to activate the ability. Triggered abilities have a bold condition 

that must be fulfilled before the ability. When such a condition is met, that ability 

triggers.  

 

Examples: The ability "Backstab: Spend 1 trade, exert Guild Assassin to exert target 

character" is an activated ability. It has a name and requires it's user to spend 1 trade 

and exert the character in order to exert target character. The ability "Blackstone Knight 

can't be exerted." is a static ability. It is always active and can't be tured off, even if it's 

commander wishes to exert Blackstone Knight. The ability "When played: Gain 2 trade." 

is an triggered ability. It will activate each time you play the card and will give you 2 

trade each time it is activated. 

 

Banish 

When instructed to banish a card, reveal that card to each player, then put it face down 

into your Exile. 

 

Battlefield 

The place where a battle is fought. 

 

Bearer 

Possessions are attached to a bearer. When a possession refers to it's bearer, it refers to 

the character it is attached to. A bearer may bear only one restricted possession. 

 

Cancel 

If a card cancels a card, the cancelled card has no effect, and is banished into it's owner's 

Exile. 
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Cost 

The cost required to marshall a card. There are two types of costs printed costs and 

additional costs. Printed costs, that are noted in the top left of a card. Addtional costs are 

noted in the text of a card, after the phrase "To play:". When a card refers to a card 

cost, it will always refer to the printed cost. 

 

Command 

You command the characters and other cards that you have on the field, unless another 

player uses an ability or card effect to gain command of them. In that case, that player 

can use it and you can't. When it leaves the field or the game ends, it's returned to you. 

 

Damage 

A player with 6 or more damage loses the game. 

 

Dies 

A character dies when killed or inflicted a wound while wounded. A character that dies 

goes to it's owner's funeral pyre. 

 

Exert 

To exert a character, wound that character. You can only exert characters that aren't 

wounded. See wounds. 

 

Kill 

A character can be killed by a card effect or by reciving a wound while wounded. Killed 

characters die. See dies. 

 

Target 

When a card uses the word 'target' you choose what the card will affect. 

 

Tactic 

A card's tactic effect triggers when you reveal it as your tactic in battle. Tactic effect 

trigger only once. 

 

Wounds 

A character that recives a wound is turned sideways. A character that is turned sideways 

is considered wounded. When a wounded character recives a wound, it dies. 


